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LEADERSHIP MESSAGE
No matter your industry, one thing is common: the ever-present
challenge of balancing operational efficiency with financial
costs. While this can often seem a daunting task, there are
underlying ties between cost and performance that, alongside
the right expert insights, can help to focus your business’
direction for the future ahead.
At the heart of this is the concept of Total Cost of Operations
(TCO), which Shell defines as the total amount spent on
a vehicle or equipment, encompassing: acquisition costs;
operation fees over the asset’s entire lifespan; and the potential
business ramifications of productivity losses or extra costs during
downtime. As it suggests, TCO demonstrates the importance of
looking beyond absolute price and instead viewing financial
and operational drivers as interrelated, both short- and longer-term.
And with fuel potentially accounting for up to a quarter of
business costs in some industries, it is no surprise that fuel
choice - alongside proper housekeeping practices - is a growing
area of focus for those looking to control the TCO equation
and improve overall efficiency [1]. With this in mind, it’s key for
decision-makers to transition further toward fuel choices that
are situated within the wider context of the TCO framework.
Whether you are just departing on this journey, or are keen
to accelerate your current activities, the following selection of
carefully curated articles, offers cross-sector insights that can
help you navigate the obstacles that TCO and efficiency often
present. From a deep dive into the role that injection systems
can have on performance to an analysis of how to use biofuels
effectively, we are confident that these articles will better equip
you to improve your bottom line.

Leong Wei Hung, General Manager,
Trading and Supply Products East, Shell

Having been at the forefront
of fuels technology for over
a century, we see our role as
more than a fuels supplier.
Rather, we aspire to be
an energy partner to our
customers, for today and
tomorrow.

1.

Fortunately, this journey need not be undertaken alone.
Whether your primary focus is efficiency gains, maintaining
profitability, or differentiating in a competitive market, a
contributor to success in any of these areas is collaborating
with the correct partners. And this is exactly where we, at Shell
Commercial Fuels, are able to offer expert direction.
Having been at the forefront of fuels technology for over a
century, we see our role as more than a fuels supplier. Rather,
we aspire to be an energy partner to our customers, for today
and tomorrow. A partner who is keen on being at your side as
you work to achieve your business ambitions.
I hope you will enjoy reading the following articles as much as
we enjoyed creating them and that they are able to provide
you with the insights needed to maximise the value from your
operations.

This survey commissioned by Shell Commercial Fuels and conducted by independent research firm Edelman Intelligence, polled 500 fuel decision makers in the construction sector in 10
countries (Germany, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Netherlands, Philippines, Singapore, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey).
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DIGITAL SALES HUB UPDATE
NEW VIDEOS • NEW COLLABORATION • NEW NORMAL
Integrated fuels/lubes CVP video for
Commercial and Public Transport

5.28%

MORE LOAD
PULLING
POWER[1]

8.9%

COMBINED
FUEL
ECONOMY[2]

VIEW VIDEO

Collaboration with reputable test facility
to demonstrate TCO and Fuel Economy
benefits for agriculture, construction,
mining sectors

100%
5.6%
2.83%

INJECTOR DEPOSIT
CLEAN UP[3]
MORE LOAD
POWER
HECTARES
MORE**[4]

VIEW VIDEO

8:30

Sharing advice, training and
services to help your vehicles stay
on the road for longer, improve fuel
economy and leverage real-world
experiences from other operators

VIEW MORE

1.

Compared to regular diesel without fuel economy formula. Based on demonstration tests with heavy-duty EU VI trucks in real-life city and urban conditions in collaboration with ATP, Germany.

2.

Compared to regular diesel without fuel economy formula and to standard lubricant. Based on demonstration tests with heavy-duty EU VI trucks in real-life city and urban conditions in collaboration with ATP, Germany.

3.

Compared to regular diesel without fuel economy formula. Based on demonstration tests with off-highway heavy-duty Tier 4 engines in collaboration with DLG Germany. Achieved within 50 hours of engine operations and 4 tankfuls.

4.

Illustrates 24/7 operations. Compared to regular diesel without fuel economy formula and to standard lubricant. Based on demonstration tests with off-highway heavy-duty Tier 4 engines in collaboration with DLG Germany.
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INJECTION SYSTEMS,
FUEL PERFORMANCE AND
MACHINE FAILURE: THE
HIDDEN CONNECTION
CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES CAN REDUCE THEIR OPERATING COSTS BY
10% OR MORE EACH MONTH BY MANAGING FUEL USAGE EFFECTIVELY[1]

Often, when we’re looking for ways to cut operating costs
and downtime, or increase our company’s efficiency and
profitability, we think of large-scale changes: the adoption of
fleet-wide telematics, the move to next-generation equipment
or other major investments. What’s sometimes overlooked,
is the big bottom-line impact managers can make by paying
more attention to the smallest components in the heart of their
vehicles: a good example being the fuel injection system.

The big bottom-line impact
managers can make by
paying more attention to the
smallest components in the
heart of their vehicles
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A fuel injector is an electronically controlled valve. Supplied with
fuel by the vehicle’s fuel pump, the injector pressurises the fuel and
sprays it as a fine mist, mixed with air, into the cylinder, which is
then heated up by the piston stroke. The high temperature causes
the fuel to ignite, powering the engine.
When injectors get clogged or corroded, the whole engine runs
at suboptimum efficiency and could even malfunction. According
to one study, the presence of corrosion deposits reduced the
injection quantity by 26% [2]. This cuts the amount of energy
that is transmitted to the wheels and increases fuel consumption.

According to one study, the
presence of corrosion deposits
reduced the injection quantity
by 26%

Today’s fuel injectors in modern engines are more efficient than
ever. One recently developed injector claims to offer a 15%
improvement in fuel efficiency over older models [3]. But the
more efficient injectors are, the more it matters that they be kept
in good condition in order to deliver the engine performance
they have been designed for.

So how can construction-site and equipment managers make
the most of their fuel injectors and engines in order to increase
equipment utilisation and overall site efficiency?

THE CONSTRUCTION SITE IS A
HARSH ENVIRONMENT FOR
FUEL INJECTORS
For an engine, a construction site is a tough place to be. One study
of road construction sites found 25% more dust and particulates
in the air than were present before work began [4]. Equipment
such as excavators, trucks and cranes are often in operation for
long hours in unforgiving conditions. In contrast with vehicles in
other sectors, there’s no regular return to an indoor depot for a
strip down and maintenance.

One study of road
construction sites found 25%
more dust and particulates
in the air than were present
before work began
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This makes it more important than ever that the operating
conditions for construction equipment - including ongoing
maintenance, fuel type and lubrication - are suitably
optimised to enable reliable performance of injectors and
engines. Furthermore, though the age and standard of engine
technologies vary globally, the industry has experienced a
general level of advancement in the sophistication and intricacy
of engine components.
While these systems undoubtedly have a higher performance
potential, they are also more susceptible to dirt and
contaminants. Consequently, they require a greater standard
of protection, not only to ensure optimum efficiency, but also
avoid the unplanned (and often high) costs associated with
engine failure, injector replacement, and the emergency rental
of equipment.
Taking care of your fuel injectors, therefore, is an investment in
fleet and business performance, as clean injectors are less likely
to clog or fail. This reduces machine failure and unplanned
downtime - particularly important on construction sites, where
lost time can hit at company level in the form of: disrupted
schedules; risk of contractual penalties; and blemishes on
corporate reputation.

Taking care of your fuel
injectors, therefore, is an
investment in fleet and
business performance, as
clean injectors are less likely
to clog or fail

With productivity targets in mind, by enhancing spray efficiency,
a highfunctioning and well-maintained injector system increases
the power output of the engine. This helps improve the utilisation
and output per unit of equipment, in demanding operations
where every hour counts. It also helps reduce fuel consumption,
which can further cut operating costs, as well as fuel-related
CO2 emissions, another increasing focus area for forwardlooking companies.

WHY THE RIGHT FUEL CAN MAKE
ALL THE DIFFERENCE
No matter the age of your vehicle, when it runs on regular
diesel, carbon deposits build up over time. Whereas, fuels
with cleaning additives are specially formulated to tackle
carbon deposits as well as other contaminants such as
particulate matter, corrosion particles, water, and – in
the case of biodiesel – microorganisms. The use of fuels
containing these cleaning additives can increase the
volumetric efficiency of fuel injectors by up to 5% [5].

No matter the age of your,
when it runs on regular diesel,
carbon deposits build up over
time
The use of fuels containing
these cleaning additives
can increase the volumetric
efficiency of fuel injectors by
up to 5%

A good example of the benefits a company can reap by using
fuel with high performing additives, as part of an optimised
maintenance regime, is the case of Malaysia’s Malbumi Group.
One of Malaysia’s leaders in construction, the group switched
its fleet of over 300 construction vehicles and 60 stationary
generators to Shell FuelSave Diesel with Dynaflex Technology
The results quickly became clear. “We have never seen injector
carbon deposits as light as these, and which you can just
wipe off,” said Liew Yun Len, the company’s chief mechanic.
Historically, the company used to spend tens of thousands of
dollars a year — and a great deal of time and effort — cleaning,
maintaining and replacing fuel injectors.
Since switching to additivated fuel from Shell, the deposits are
so light, they can easily be wiped away, without any need for
replacement. “We no longer believe all diesel is the same,“
says Malbumi’s owner, Mr Edward Ang. “Shell FuelSave Diesel
with Dynaflex Technology makes a difference for us.”

“We no longer believe all
diesel is the same”
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Advanced additivated fuels are not just designed to prevent
build-up of carbon deposits, but also actively clean up such
deposits already present in the engine. Furthermore, they
may contain components designed to increase the corrosion
protection and dehazing properties of the fuel, mitigating
against the corrosive or fuel-aging effect of water that can be
introduced during fuel storage.

FUELLING YOUR BOTTOM LINE
Using advanced fuels with active deposit control additives
is the foundation on which to build modern, efficient and
competitive construction operations. Choosing the right fuel
can help construction companies safeguard and make the most
of their equipment – from mitigating against the harshness of
the environment in which it operates, to increasing its efficiency,
reliability and productivity.

Using advanced fuels with
active deposit control
additives is the foundation
on which to build modern,
efficient and competitive
construction operations.

All these factors can significantly reduce total cost of ownership
and help provide a long-standing edge to construction
companies both today and in the future. Ultimately, better
equipping them to tackle market challenges and remain at the
forefront of the industry.

FUEL INJECTOR MAINTENANCE
As well as using advanced fuels with active deposit control additives,there are other
steps you can take to ensure fuel injectors operate reliably at optimum performance:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ensure that drivers, or those responsible for
vehicle maintenance, know when and how
injectors should be serviced, as set out by
the vehicle manual.

If injectors malfunction or become
clogged, seek qualified assistance for their
cleaning or replacement.

Monitor the engine for signs that injectors
may be suffering from deposit build-up loss of power, black smoke etc. - and take
instant action

Seek technical advice from fuel experts
on proper fuel usage and maintenance
practices to help reduce total cost of
operations.

Edelman Intelligence, “Shell Commercial Fuels Thought Leadership, Construction Sector Global Report”, August 2018.
M. I. Karamangila and R. A. Taflan. “Experimental investigation of effect of corrosion on injected fuel quantity and spray geometry in the diesel injection nozzles”, Fuel, Volume 112, 2013, p.600.
The International Institute of Marine Surveying (IIMS). (2019). New diesel injector set to change fuel systems and reduce emissions. [online] Available at: https://www.iims.org.uk/new-dieselinjector-set-change-fuel-systemsreduce-emissions/ [Accessed 20 Jun. 2019].
Font, A., Baker, T., Mudway, I., Purdie, E., Dunster, C. and Fuller, G. (2019). Degradation in urban air quality from construction activity and increased traffic arising from a road widening
scheme. [online] Science Direct. Available at: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969714010900 [Accessed 20 Jun. 2019].
Cooke, E. (2019). ISIS Improving the efficiency of engine fuel delivery – one neutron at a time. [online] Isis.stfc.ac.uk. Available at: https://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/Pages/improving-efficiency-offuel-delivery.aspx [Accessed 20 Jun. 2019].
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WHY HOUSEKEEPING MATTERS:
LAYING THE FOUNDATION FOR
OPTIMUM FUEL EFFICIENCY
AND REDUCED COSTS
THIS ARTICLE BUILDS ON THE RESEARCH PAPER PUBLISHED IN 2019 BY SHELL
COMMERCIAL FUELS ON THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY, TITLED “MAKING FUEL WORK
FOR YOUR BOTTOM LINE”. THE RESEARCH WAS A GLOBAL SURVEY CONDUCTED WITH
500 FUEL DECISION MAKERS.
From embracing new technologies to addressing environmental
challenges, the construction industry has a lot of evolving
priorities. However, a recent survey by Shell Commercial Fuels
showed that, while these are on the agenda of construction
companies, the top priority today and in the near future still
remains improving operating efficiency [1].
And it is no wonder why: efficiency, arguably, underpins all
avenues to success, whether that’s measured in deadlines
met, emissions lowered, or costs reduced. But what should
construction companies be prioritising in order to maximise
efficiency?
Dig a little deeper and it becomes apparent that fuel –
a heavily invested consumable – is not being properly
managed. In addition to fuel accounting for 20% of operating
costs, according to this research 44% of companies say fuel
choice has also contributed to unplanned downtime [1]. At
first glance, these two statistics don’t seem to add up. How
can fuel, an important financial factor, also cause so many
productivity issues? Add one final statistic into the mix and it
suddenly becomes clear: when asked, only 16% of construction
companies say they manage their fuel ‘very effectively’.

41% of construction
companies admitted that
fuel storage contributes
to breakdown
SECURE STORAGE

44% of construction
companies say fuel
choice has contributed
to unplanned downtime

Addressing this does not require a huge investment in new
machinery, technology or staff. Rather, it can be as simple
as adopting a better maintenance strategy. This begins with
purchasing high-quality, additivated diesel , followed by
implementing an effective fuel housekeeping regime – from
correct storage, through effective handling and the requisite
training – ultimately enabling construction companies make the
most of their fuel investment on site.

41% of construction companies admitted that fuel storage
contributes to breakdowns [1]. The reason being: fuel arriving on
site is viewed by some as the end of the process, when in reality,
it’s just the beginning. The adage ‘out of sight, out of mind’ should
not apply here; in fact, the opposite approach needs to be taken.
There’s little point in purchasing highquality additivated diesel,
to only limit its performance (and incur unnecessary costs and
lower efficiency) through poor storage practices.

CHOOSING YOUR TANK
To combat this, thought must first be given to the type of tank
the fuel is stored in and how this storage impacts fuel quality,
equipment efficiency and overall business performance. When
diesel is not stored properly, it starts to deteriorate. So consider
tanks made of compatible materials, e.g. coated steel tanks that
will not leech into diesel and cause impurities to develop.
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MANAGING THE ELEMENTS
To comply with fuel storage regulations and to avoid safety
risks, tanks maybe located inside non-designated buildings,
but must sit outdoors. This brings its own issues, since tanks
are consistently exposed to the elements. To reduce oxidation
caused by contact with oxygen, light and temperature, tanks
should be tightly sealed to minimise any exposure. They should
also be located away from heat and out of direct sunlight, as
diesel has a tendency to age at higher temperatures. Potential
condensation of humidity in case of extreme temperature
changes should also be monitored.

EFFECTIVE HANDLING
The risk of contamination is not eliminated once effective
storage practices are secured, however. Correct storage must
be complemented by safe handling procedures. Indeed, 60%
agree that it is important to understand the impact of both [1].

PREVENTING CONTAMINATION
Moisture from the surrounding atmosphere is a key concern
for diesel. Being denser than fuel, water droplets will settle out
at the bottom of the tank and can increase the likelihood of
ageing and bacterial growth - especially if the diesel contains
biocomponents. In fact, a water content of above just 0.05%
can reduce the life of diesel injectors by as much as half [2]. For
this reason planned tank maintenance is recommended to keep
the inside of the tank clean and dry and therewith fit for purpose.
Add the fact that storage tanks are often located in dirty or dusty
environments – this requires additional care e.g. breathers that
prevent contamination and special care during refueling.

A water content of above
just 0.05% can reduce the
life of diesel injectors by
as much as half

always be kept relatively full if not used for longer time, with only
a small air space above the fuel line to minimize condensation
of air humidity and corrosion.
If the fuel is stored for longer (or even just a few months in
case of harsh conditions), it should even be considered to take
samples and check if the fuel is still in good condition.

THE IMPORTANCE OF TRAINING
& PARTNERSHIPS
6 out of 10 companies recognise the importance of all parts of
their business understanding the impact of proper fuel storage
and handling, including senior management. Therefore, it is
vital that the key messages are relayed throughout the entire
company [1]. If knowledge sharing is something your company
struggles with, then consider first acting on these three top tips.
Construction is an industry built on numbers, from the dates of
a deadline to the measurement of materials. With margins evertighter, construction companies must find gains wherever they
can. Research, such as Shell’s survey, breaks these numbers
down, zooming into how gains can be achieved. In this case,
by choosing high-quality, additivated fuel and partnering with
trusted fuel experts, businesses can reap tangible performance
benefits by adopting successful fuel housekeeping strategies.

3 TOP TIPS FOR
IMPLEMENTING EFFECTIVE
FUEL MANAGEMENT
1

2

MONITORING YOUR FUEL
Unfortunately, preventing any water from entering the fuel mix
at all is unrealistic, therefore it is key that storage tanks are
consistently monitored, to ensure that the diesel is still fit for
purpose. To assist with this, many storage tanks are designed
with bottom valves allowing to periodically drain off water.
Other checks that should be regularly included: maintaining
seal integrity; ensuring filters are unclogged; and proofing the
tank for any damage that could cause leakage. Tanks should

3

IMPLEMENT REGULAR STAFF TRAINING
around fuel housekeeping best practices,
emphasising the efficiency and performance
consequences of poor fuel storage and handling
SEEK OUT FUEL EXPERTS, such as Shell
Commercial Fuels, who can supplement
your current operations with extensive industry
expertise and knowledge, to help you implement
the right fuel management strategy for your
business
CHOOSE ADVANCED ADDITIVATED
DIESEL, with efficiency, dehazing and fuel
stability benefits, that can – when combined with
proper fuel housekeeping – improve performance
and reliability of equipment, and reduce its total
cost of ownership.

1.

This survey commissioned by Shell Commercial Fuels and conducted by independent research firm Edelman Intelligence, polled 500 fuel decision makers in the construction sector in 10
countries (Germany, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Netherlands, Philippines, Singapore, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey).

2.

Compared to regular fuel oil without fuel economy formula. Actual savings may vary according to vehicle, driving conditions and driving style. Internal Shell tests and with our customers have
shown a range of fuel savings depending on age of vehicle and type of operations.The International Institute of Marine Surveying (IIMS). (2019). New diesel injector set to change fuel systems
and reduce emissions. [online] Available at: https://www.iims.org.uk/new-diesel-injector-set-change-fuel-systemsreduce-emissions/ [Accessed 20 Jun. 2019].
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